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Junior Cervila 

Junior Cervila was considered by New York newspapers "the Gene 

Kelly of Latin Dance". Originally born in Brazil and based in Buenos 

Aires, where the tango got into his blood, has a extensive professional 

history that includes performances on Broadway (NY) at Gershwin 

theatre with "Tango Argentino", also performed at Lincoln Center and 

Town Hall in New York, danced in the film "Tango" by Carlos Saura, 

nominated for the Academy Award as Best Foreign Film and travelled 

the world with the show of Julio Iglesias. He filmed for the BBC with 

the prima ballerina of the Royal Ballet of London, Deborah Bull, and 

developed one of the leading roles in the successful musicals 

"Tanguera", "Piazzolla Tango" and "Tangorama". He was elected to a 

private tango show the Rolling Stones on tour in Argentina in 2007. 

He danced with the orchestra of Daniel Barenboim in late 2006. 

He danced in Buenos Aires at Luna Park, Gran Rex, Teatro Opera, 

Teatro Colon and the Nueve de Julio in a historic concert of "Tango 

Argentino" to 15000 people. 

Since 2001 runs his own company "Latin Dance Company" in which 

fuses salsa, tango, samba and flamenco. He is considered by many as 

the best and most versatile dancer nowadays. 

He starred "Tanguera in Amsterdam, London (Saddlers Wells), Basel, 

Munich, Paris (Theatre du Chateler), and traveled USA, Moscow and 

Italy with his own show. 

He is currently a choreographer of "Piazzolla Tango" and "Tango 

Porteño". Two of the most prominent tango shows in Buenos Aires 

seasons. 
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Latin Dance Company - Celos 

The latest Junior Cervila’s show is called "Jealousy" and is an 

adaptation of Othello tragedy of W. Shakespeare. Mixing Latin 

rhythms and a perfect combination of lights and projections, the dance 

is the thread that makes the audience not take his eyes from the stage 

for a second and exit the theatre in total ecstasy. 
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Canadian Airlines onboard magazine:  

The magazine was offered for free on all Canadian Airlines flights. 

Now, Canadian Airlines changed for Air Canada. The magazine now 

is called enRoute and here is the webpage: 

http://enroute.aircanada.com/ 

 

 

Translation: 

Canadian Airlines 

Flying like you deserve 

In the rhythm of Buenos Aires 

5 weekly flights non-stop 

 

http://enroute.aircanada.com/
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Aerolineas Argentinas onboard magazine (Ronda):  

Ronda was the magazine offered for free on all Aerolineas Argentina 

flights in the 90’s. Now Aerolineas argentinas has a different 

magazine called Alta. 

http://martinron.caseroscitystudio.com.ar/revista-alta-de-aerolineas-

argentinas-marzo-2016/  

 

 

Translation: 

In this edition consult for the variety of products of the onboard Duty 

Free Shop. 
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Poster: José Colangelo Japan Tour 1994:  

Notable pianist and composer. He was part of the orchestras of Leopoldo Federico and 

Anibal Troilo. Currently he tours all over the world and has just released a solo piano album. 

José Colangelo is one of the greatest composer that tango has nowadays. This tour was for 40 

days all over Japan with 22 shows in big venues of the main cities of Japan. 

Translation: José Colangelo and Dancing Tango Argentino 

The pianist number 1 in the tango world brings a show with 10 magnificent dancers. 

Claudio and Veronica 

Junior and Silvia 

Marcelo and Veronica 

Osvaldo and Graciela 

Graciela Cabrera 

 

http://www.tangocity.com/artistas/239/Jose-Colangelo.html 

 

 

  

http://www.tangocity.com/artistas/239/Jose-Colangelo.html
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Japanese Post Office Stamps  

These are the stamps of the Japanese post office in 1922. To celebrate the Centenary of 

friendship between Japan and Argentina, the government choose a photo of Junior Cervila 

and Silvia Toscano. 

You can see photos of this stamp to sell online: 

http://depositphotos.com/9450435/stock-photo-japan-circa-1998-a-stamp.html 

http://www.shutterstock.com/pic-218514928/stock-photo-japan-circa-1998-a-stamp-

printed-in-japan-commemorating-100-years-of-friendship-between-argentina-and-japan-

shows-a-couple-dancing-tango-circa-1998.html?src=guXTa84Vw9BSGex-h-W3bw-1-24 

 

http://depositphotos.com/9450435/stock-photo-japan-circa-1998-a-stamp.html
http://www.shutterstock.com/pic-218514928/stock-photo-japan-circa-1998-a-stamp-printed-in-japan-commemorating-100-years-of-friendship-between-argentina-and-japan-shows-a-couple-dancing-tango-circa-1998.html?src=guXTa84Vw9BSGex-h-W3bw-1-24
http://www.shutterstock.com/pic-218514928/stock-photo-japan-circa-1998-a-stamp-printed-in-japan-commemorating-100-years-of-friendship-between-argentina-and-japan-shows-a-couple-dancing-tango-circa-1998.html?src=guXTa84Vw9BSGex-h-W3bw-1-24
http://www.shutterstock.com/pic-218514928/stock-photo-japan-circa-1998-a-stamp-printed-in-japan-commemorating-100-years-of-friendship-between-argentina-and-japan-shows-a-couple-dancing-tango-circa-1998.html?src=guXTa84Vw9BSGex-h-W3bw-1-24
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Publicity of AT&T in different magazines for tourists in Argentina:  

The magazine is offered for free to tourists in Argentina to see the 

best attractions for shows and shopping.  

https://www.att.com/
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Disco:  

Disco is the largest Argentine supermarket chain. This is its magazine 

with special offers for the month. 

https://www.disco.com.ar/Login/PreHome.aspx 

 

 

Translation: 

“With Tango Soul” 

Providence – the Island that is not in the map 

Perez Calis’ paintings at La Bombonera Stadium. 
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Omar Valente Japan Tour 1995:  

Omar Valente was one of the great’s composer that tango had.  

This tour was for 45 days all over Japan with 25 shows in big venues 

of the main cities of Japan. 

http://www.todotango.com/creadores/ficha/1191/Omar-Valente 

 

Translation: 

Omar Valente Tango Argentino 

Claudio and Pilar 

Junior and Silvia 

Guillermo and Veronica 
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Norberto Ramos Japan Tour 1995:  

Norberto Ramos was one of the greatest tango musician from the 80’s 

and 90’s.   

This tour was for 15 days all over Japan with 10 shows in big venues 

of the main cities of Japan.  

A special performance for the Empress of Japan, Michiko Sama. 

Here you can see the CD that he recorded in Japan on sale: 

http://www.ebay.es/itm/Norberto-Ramos-Sexteto-Corazon-de-

Tango-JAPAN-1994-CD-Sealed-MEGA-RARE-/262015066959 

 

Translation: 

Tango Argentino Norberto Ramos. 
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Program of the Show “Entre Borges y Piazzolla”: This show won 5 “Estrellas del Mar” 

Awards. Junior Cervila was the assistant of Choreography of Juan Carlos Copes. 

Jorge Luis Borges:   Argentine poet, essayist, and short-story writer whose works have 

become classics of 20th-century world literature. 

http://www.bbc.com/culture/story/20140902-the-20th-centurys-best-writer 

 

Astor Piazzolla: the greatest musician of all time that tango had. 

https://www.britannica.com/biography/Astor-Piazzolla

In this photo from the premiere show “Between Borges and Piazzolla” where Junior Cervila 

was one of the main dancer. He is with Piazzolla’s and Borges’ widows. 

http://www.bbc.com/culture/story/20140902-the-20th-centurys-best-writer
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Tango Venus was the first show that Junior Cervila directed and 

choreographed. The tour was 5 weeks in many Japan major cities. 

In 2004 the show went back to Japan, but Junior Cervila already had 

his own company. So Silvia Toscano stayed with Tango Venus: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sX_csCrLilI 

 

Translation: 

“Tango Venus” 

Argentine tango 
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Julio Iglesias – Tour life tour  

When Julio Iglesias record a CD only with tangos, he start touring 

with a tango couple. In 1999 his “My Life” tour had in the show some 

tangos danced by Junior Cervila. 

Julio Iglesias has been awarded twice with the Guinness Record prize. 

In 1983 as the artist who has sold more albums in more languages in 

the world, and in 2013 as the Latin artist who has sold more albums in 

history. He is recognized as Europe's most commercially successful 

singer internationally until today.  Is one of the ten biggest selling 

albums in music history, having sold more than 300 million of his 80 

albums released worldwide to date in 14 languages.  More than 2,600 

gold and platinum discs. It’s estimated to have offered more than 

5,000 concerts during his career, performing for more than 60 million 

people in the five continents. In April 2013 the singer was awarded in 

Beijing as the first and most popular international artist in China. It is 

also the largest foreign record seller in Brazil, France, Romania and 

Italy, among many others. In his country, Spain, is the artist that has 

sold 23 million records. 

http://www.julioiglesias.com/pagina.php?cs_id_pagina=3&cs_id_co

ntenido=60

 

http://www.julioiglesias.com/pagina.php?cs_id_pagina=3&cs_id_contenido=60
http://www.julioiglesias.com/pagina.php?cs_id_pagina=3&cs_id_contenido=60
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Also this year, during the My Life tour, Junior Cervila was invited 

from the BBC to dance a tango with the Prima Ballerina of Royal 

Ballet of London, Deborah Bull, in the show “Traveling with my 

tutu”. 

http://www.deborahbull.com/tv/travels-with-my-tutu/
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Newspaper: Ambito Financero 

Translation:  The Show “Tango Argentino” only keeps its spirit. 

 

No longer Roberto Goyeneche or Virulazo. Horacio Salgán, Ubaldo 
de Lio and Sexteto Mayor no longer part of the cast. Jovita Luna 
and Elba Beron are not in their best artistic conditions. But Tango Argentino still 
retains its original spirit. In Buenos Aires, where it is possible to see all year those 
artists involved in different proposals, it offers no major special surprises. But this 
show continues to collect much of the best that tango has nowadays. And the real 
new challenge will come in a few days when they come up to New York Gershwin 
Theatre, where it is not common to find tanguerias that offer selected artists of this 
nature. 

The formula is stable. Over two hours, according to a conventional structure: the 
numbers of dance, song and instrumental. The costumes, designed over 16 years 
ago by Segovia and Orezzolli remain true vedettes. The orchestra directed from the 
piano by Osvaldo Roberto Berlingiere and Pancera as first bandoneon, perhaps still 
lacking a few hours of rehearsing or some stronger names. It lacks the necessary 
strength at various times of the show, with a slow start Quejas de Bandoneon. 

Raul Lavie, Jovita Luna , Maria Graña and Elba Berón sing two or three songs and 
faithfully respect their virtues and known defects. And the dancers, show different 
tanguero’s styles. In that sense the highlights come from the hand of modernity 
Narova Cecilia and Antonio Cervila making an issue of Piazzolla, the classicism of 
Mayoral and Elsa Maria, the unquestioned tango style of Carlos Copello and Alicia 
Monti, the sexual aggressiveness of Ines and Carlos Borquez, the "Apache 
Argentino" number, the final group number “Danzarin-Cumparsita-Quejas” and of 
course the re-formed Copes and Nieves couple who, with very few appearances, 
show that there are not many like them together in the Argentina scene. 
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http://www.ambito.com/espectaculos/ 

  

http://www.ambito.com/espectaculos/
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The Star Ledger - New Jersey newspaper: The Star-Ledger is the 

largest circulated newspaper in the U.S. state of New Jersey and is 

based in Newark. It is a sister paper to The Jersey Journal of Jersey 

City, The Times of Trenton and the Staten Island Advance, all of 

which are owned by Advance Publications. 

This newspaper of New Jersey makes an article from Tango 

Argentino on Broadway. Junior Cervila was one soloist dancer in that 

show and has a excellent review. 

http://www.nj.com/starledger/ 

  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Newspaper
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/New_Jersey
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Newark,_New_Jersey
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Jersey_Journal
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Times_(Trenton)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Trenton,_New_Jersey
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Staten_Island_Advance
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Advance_Publications
http://www.nj.com/starledger/
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Playbill 

Playbill is a monthly U.S. magazine for theatregoers. Although there 

is a subscription issue available for home delivery, most copies 

of Playbill are printed for particular productions and distributed at the 

door. Each issue features articles focusing on artists, 

new plays and musicals or special attractions. 

Junior Cervila was dancer and choreographer of this Broadway show 

as you can see in the Playbill. 

http://www.playbill.com/production/tango-argentino-george-

gershwin-theatre-vault-0000011025 

  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Month
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/United_States
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Magazine
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Audience
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Subscription
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Home_delivery
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Article_(publishing)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Actor
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Play_(theatre)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Musical_theater
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tourist_attraction
http://www.playbill.com/production/tango-argentino-george-gershwin-theatre-vault-0000011025
http://www.playbill.com/production/tango-argentino-george-gershwin-theatre-vault-0000011025
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Fourth Tango Meeting with the stars 

From 1997 Pablo Ojeda and Beatriz Romero organize The Encounters 

with The Great Masters, an authentic tango festival, where Great 

Teachers of Tango meet with the tango lovers, the main activities of 

the festival are lessons and the Gala Dancing with exhibitions of the 

Teachers and live music; there are also Conferences, Cinema-tango 

and Attractions. In 2000, Junior Cervila went to the festival with 

Mora Godoy. 

http://www.pabloybeatriz.com/encuentrosconlosgrandes.htm 
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Dançar Magazine 

Designed as a university project, the Journal Dancing became reality in June 1982 

and made history by being the first newspaper in Latin America to devote especially 

to dance. 

The magazine spent 10 years in business bringing opinions, reviews and profiles of 

influential personalities of the dance world. During this period, more than 2 million 

copies were produced, with over 10,000 subscribers and distribution throughout 

Brazil, Latin America, USA and Europe. 

Translate: ARGENTINE TANGO  

Junior, the Brazilian who was consecrated in the Argentine tango and 

shines in Carlos Saura’s film, is in New York integrating the cast of 

the spectacle "Tango Argentino" which has season from November to 

January, at the Gershwin Theatre. As reported the dancer Regina 

Gentil Brasileiro, the spectacle refine "couples" renowned, even if 

they had already separated, as Juan Carlos Copes and Maria Nieves. 

Before leaving for N. York they did three shows at the Teatro Opera 

in Buenos Aires. Pablo also danced and Guilhermina, Carlos and 

Alicia, Robert and Lorraine, Norma and Luis Pereira, among others. 

Junior danced with Vanina and Johanna Copes, daughter of Copes. 

Even the Argentines recognizes that the Brazilian stole the show near 

the end, dancing a song from Piazzolla. 
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http://revistadancar.com.br/ 
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Clarin: was created by Roberto Noble, former minister of the Buenos Aires Province, on 28 August 1945. It 

was one of the first Argentine newspapers published in tabloid format. It became the highest sold Argentine 

newspaper in 1965, and the highest sold Spanish-speaking newspaper in 1985. 

Translation: From Brazil to the milonga 

He was born in San Pablo. He met Pepito Avellaneda and took classes with Todaro and Copes. He dances in 

“Tanguera” with Maria Nieves and can’t believe it. 

Antonio Cervila Junior, known as Junior in tango scene, was born in Sao Paulo, Brazil, 32 years ago. His 

Spanish ten years after living in Buenos Aires, preserves a slight Portuguese accent (but when he visits São 

Paulo, people find that the Portuguese has an accent too). "If I use my voice acting or singing, he says, I would 

worry more about losing the accent. But my job is to dance ...” Junior works more precisely, to dance tango and 

has been doing in an intense way since 1991: among other things.  

In 91 my partner and I were São Paulo champions of a ballroom dancing contest and a prize was a trip to 

Buenos Aires with tickets to a tango show. What I saw amazed me, it was love at first sight. The following year 

I went to see a tango show in San Pablo, I met the dancers and started dating one of the girls cast. When they 

returned to Buenos Aires, I decided to come with them. Without a steady job? I sold a motorcycle and a 

computer and got together $ 3,000. I thought that that would live about three months and learn a new rhythm. 

When finished the money, I would go back. Still, luckily, did not ended the money. One week later I was 

working on television. 

I had to work hard studying, taking classes, reading books; I was a complete ignoramus about the tango, to the 

point not knowing if Carlos Cardel was a guy who was dead or alive. Moreover, I started going to the milongas 

to learn the feeling and to improvise. How did you get to the milongas? Pepito Avellaneda took me. He was one 

of my three teachers. The other was Antonio Todaro and Juan Carlos Copes. For me, being now dancing in 

Tanguera with Maria Nieves is to be in heaven.  

 

Online version of the article: http://edant.clarin.com/diario/2002/02/12/c-01201.htm

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Roberto_Noble
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tabloid_(newspaper_format)
http://edant.clarin.com/diario/2002/02/12/c-01201.htm
http://edant.clarin.com/diario/2002/02/12/c-01201.htm
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El Nacional:  is a Venezuelan publishing company under the name C.A. Editorial El 

Nacional, most widely known for its El Nacional newspaper and website. It, along 

with Últimas Noticias and El Universal, are the most widely read and circulated daily 

national newspapers in the country, and it has an average of more than 80,000 papers 

distributed daily and 170,000 copies on weekends. 

http://www.el-nacional.com/ 

Translation: The Brazilian dancer is the second time in Caracas to participate in the 

International Gala of Stars to be presented on Saturday and Sunday at the Teresa Carreno 

Theater. Accompanied by Cristina Cortes, Cervila shows a contemporary way of interpreting 

the most popular dance of the Rio de la Plata,  

Antonio Junior Cervila has not only danced with leading figures of classical dance and has 

been part of the cast of important companies, like the Royal Ballet London and the ballet 

Teatro Colon in Buenos Aires. He has also taken his art of dance to the Broadway stage, and 

has garnered applause performances with the renowned dancer Eleonora Cassano and part of 

the tours of Julio Iglesias worldwide. He has even starred in music videos and movies, like 

“Tango”, directed by Carlos Saura. Nevertheless, what is important for this seductive 

performer of Argentine tango is what makes it always fun, and it attributes the affection with 

which the public receives every time up to stage. The Brazilian dancer, who resides in 

Argentina for 10 years, has again been invited to Caracas to participate in the Gala of 

International Stars once again. It is organized the Ballet Contemporaneo de Caracas, which 

will be presented on Saturday at 8:00 pm, and Sunday at 6:00 pm, in the hall Rios Reyna 

DRESA Carreño Theatre. As part of its activities, Cervila also dictate a workshop for 

beginners and one for l for advanced. "In Venezuela there is a grown tango community." The 

first recommendation Antonio Cervila makes those who want to learn to dance the tango is 

that they are well relaxed. "No matter if they feel their bodies are made of wood, as they say 

in Argentina, or if they think they have two left feet. What is important is not the dance itself, 

but encouraged to connect to new people. Always the one who can dance is more Sexy in the 

eyes of others. "People say that nobody dances tango like the Argentineans. What do you 

think?” That was one of my troubles for a long time. But if we review the history of tango. It 

was created at a time when more than 50% of Argentina's population was immigrant, in other 

words, was created by a majority of people that were not Argentine, and milonga is currently 

dancing in all parts of the world and increasingly interpreted with more feeling. Definitely, to 

be a good tango dancer, you don’t need to be Argentinean. You just have to feel it and, above 

all, live it.  

 

  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Venezuela
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/%C3%9Altimas_Noticias
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/El_Universal_(Caracas)
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Poster: Latin Dance Carnival: Junior Cervila world premiere of his dance 

company 

This was the first international tour to Japan. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1eHlUzLnKhY 

 

Translation: 

"Tango," samba "," Salsa, "" Flamenco” four major Latin dance under one roof!  

Flamenco- this dance of Spain with national music, Tango cheerful and 

enthusiastic, Samba now popular and boiling and salsa -passion and conviction 

from Cuban, all together over an Argentina work and wise performances on one 

stage to your hearts. 

Latin Dance Carnival 

Directed by Antonio Cervila Junior 

December 13, Recommendation & 3O curtain Yokohama Kannai Hall 

December 15, group 6: Tomo Green Hall Sagami December 18 Shirokanhatake 

Omiya Sonitsukushitei December 21 Shinjuku Bunka Center. 
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Balletin Dance is the only publication specializing in current dance of 

Argentina. Monthly appearance uninterrupted since April 1994, in print and 

electronic format. 

Translation: Antonio Soares Junior Cervila 

This Brazilian born in Sao Paulo 33 years ago was attracted to these shores by 

two of the great passions of Argentines: beautiful women and Tango. Dancer, 

choreographer, actor, future film director and soon Theater, 10 years is forging a 

progressive and flawless race is presented as a simple man, quiet, kind and 

solicitous without airs star and having in their curriculum, have acted and 

danced in the film Tango by Carlos Saura, having worked with Eleonora 

Cassano, Maximiliano Guerra in Colon Theatre. 

How was born the passion for tango? It was samba dancer, salsa, lambada, 

mambo and classic. I was 22 when came to my city a tango show after one of 

the performances, I met the cast and I came with them, especially with one of 

the dancers who ended up being my dance partner for 6 years. Why Tango 

caught you? Being a dancer, I got excited to see that perfect movement of legs. I 

started learning the steps for stage and then came up the feeling for the milonga. 

Who were your teachers? I had several. Copes, Antonio Todaro and Pepito 

Avellaneda. Do you notice many differences between a classical dancer and one 

of tango? Which? Mainly when a classical dance begins to learn to dance tango, 

you have to forget about body posture learned over the years to take the 

opposite, legs inward. Let's talk about the work, how do you get it? I’ve been 

dancing with Mora then Diego Romay, her husband, told me I had wanted to do 

a musical with me. How did you construct the character, from where? Came 

from my personal history, my great-grandfather, had racehorses, owned 

cabarets, cinemas, etc. The amazing thing is that he ended in abject poverty. 

Also watching the trilogy of The Godfather, but rather than Marlon Brando, Al 

Pacino in the 2nd. But I do not try to imitate or copy. They are all an inspiration. 

How did you get started in choosing and learning how to dance profession? 

More or less horn Billy Elliot, (the English film), I had always loved dancing, 

but my parents, both professionals, disagreed when I was 15, I went to a school 

to learn classic and jazz. What other projects do you have? I'm putting together 

a show to present at end of the year, will be directed and choreographed by me, 

we are 16 tango dancers of folklore, salsa, flamenco, and Samba. 
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http://www.balletindance.com.ar/ 
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Program: Tanguera (2002) 

Translation:  

Tanguera – the Argentinean musical 

Cast – Tanguera 

Protagonist 

Mora Godoy 

Esteban Domenichini 

Antonio Junior Cervila 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ce61ZoOy63I 
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Poster: Contemporary Ballet of Caracas Artistic Director: Maria Eugenia Barrios 

http://www.caracasballet.org.ve/ 

 

Translation: 

International Stars Gala 

Samba –Tango- Ballet- Flamenco- Salsa- Circus 

"GALA INTERNATIONAL STARS DANCE" Guests from Argentina, Brazil, Canada, Italy, 

Turkey and USA. After the success of the other versions, celebrating the fifteenth anniversary 

of the Ballet CONTEMPORANEO Caracas, we present the best expressions of art dance 

together in a great celebration. You can enjoy the most talented dancers moment in world 

dance. Ballet: Return gold winner in the competitions of Varna and NY, Ogulcan Borova 

(Turkey) with Janessa Touchet (USA), both of Cincinnati Ballet, who interprets-ran with 

virtuosity and elegance "Don Quixote" and "Le Corsaire. Tango: Antonio (Junior) Cervila 

and Claudelina Murga, stars of Company "Tanguera" of Buenos Aires Flamenco. José Moro, 

new feeling of Flamenco Contemporary Italian origin that causes furor in Europe with his 

shows "Lorca" and "Don Quixote" Salsa and Samba. the explosive performance of Brazilian 

champion Fabiana Terra and Patrick Perreira of "Latin Dance". Circus. the incredible act 

"wheel Cyr" with the famous Cirque Eloize of Canada to complete this fabulous display 

dance, Maria Eugenia Barrios and Caracas Contemporary ballet will present a selection of 

jewelry from her repertoire including excerpts from ballet "Carmen" and a premiere with 

music by Mozart. Workshops Flamenco, Salsa and Tango amateurs and advanced. 
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Clarin: was created by Roberto Noble, former minister of the Buenos Aires 

Province, on 28 August 1945. It was one of the first Argentine newspapers 

published in tabloid format. It became the highest sold Argentine newspaper in 

1965, and the highest sold Spanish-speaking newspaper in 1985. 

Traslation: A very Latin carnival –The dancer presents tonight the one time 

show “Latin Dance carnival” at Nacional Theatre. 

When Antonio Cervila, known as Junior in Buenos Aires, visit San Pablo, his 

native city, people find that their Portuguese is tinged sounds of Buenos Aires. 

Heard here in Buenos Aires, where he lived for twelve years, his Spanish retains 

a Portuguese accent. Junior is a dancer and dance is a language that needs no 

words. He began with jazz dance as an amateur at age fourteen; not too long 

after that, he was a professional Latin dancer. Competing, he was a champion 

with his partner and won a trip to Buenos Aires which included an entry to a 

tango show. "It was love at first sight had in a report." Not knowing at that time 

if Carlos Gardel was a guy who was dead or alive, Junior became a deep dive 

into the tango. "I took many classes, rehearsed a lot to try to dance like an 

Argentinean, to assimilate all that I did not know. When I entered the market of 

tango I was 23 and I was 23 years behind all that of people my age who was 

already dancing. I started going to the milongas to learn the feeling and to 

improvise. “At this point, Junior has already danced in Japan on many 

occasions, he was in Broadway with the latest version of the legendary Tango 

Argentino, became prominent in Tango, role of Carlos Saura and was one of the 

stars of the show Tanguera. Today presents one time show of his own, Latin 

Dance Carnival, at Nacional Theater with which it seems to return to the 

heterogeneity of its beginnings: flamenco, salsa, samba, folklore and tango 

make up a menu that will be held by sixteen dancers, including himself. As 

special guests, Maria Nieves, Mora Godoy and Guillermo Fernandez. 

  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Roberto_Noble
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tabloid_(newspaper_format)
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Poster: Latin Dance Carnival: This was the second Japan tour of 

Cervila’s company. 

Clip: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7F83W8hZvzI 

 

Latin Dance Carnival repeats the success in japan in its second tour. 

Koransha Production in Japan organized same kind of tour with 22 

shows in 40 days all over Japan. 

Latin Dance Carnival 

Directed by Antonio Cervila Junior 

Tango 

Salsa 

Samba 

Flamenco 
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The Mountain Eagle is a local weekly newspaper published 

in Whitesburg, Kentucky. It is the main newspaper of Letcher County, 

Kentucky and one of the primary newspapers of Eastern Kentucky. 

http://www.themountaineagle.com/ 

  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Whitesburg,_Kentucky
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kentucky
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Letcher_County,_Kentucky
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Letcher_County,_Kentucky
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Eastern_Mountain_Coal_Fields
http://www.themountaineagle.com/
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Newspaper (Venezuela) : La voce 

Translation: Dance steps to dream 

 It will be attended by guests from Argentina, Brazil, Spain, USA and 

Venezuela. 

After the success of past galas, this 4th edition promises to include the best 

expressions of Classic Ballet, Contemporary, Tango, Flamenco and Tap. A 

festival of art with international stars from different companies of Argentina, 

Brazil, Spain, USA and Venezuela. The King of Tango comes back: Cervila 

Junior accompanied by sensual Beverly Durand, star of Broadway 

musicals. And the stars of Spanish Flamenco Angel Rojas and Carlos 

Rodriguez of the New Spanish Ballet. They were the revelation of the previous 

gala. Fans of classical ballet will see two virtuousness of Cecilia Kerches and 

Vitor Luiz from Ballet of Rio de Janeiro, in "Don, Quijote" and "Black Swan" 

and for lovers of musicals - the explosive interpretation of Wizard Tap, Lane 

Alexandei from Chicago. To complete this great festival of dance, Maria 

Eugenia Barrios and the Contemporary Ballet of Caracas will present a selection 

of unforgettable jewels of Classic Contemporary repertoire, part of “La 

Traviata" and the world premiere of "Silence!!!”. Choreography by Maria 

Eugenia Barrios on a work by the Norwegian composer Arne Nordhelm. The 

component was born in Larvik (1931). Today is considered one of the most 

famous musicians in Norway.  A lifetime honor given only to the most 

distinguished creator’s recognized by the Scandinavian nation. His music has 

been described as a faithful reflex of "genuine humanism" because revolves 

around a more like loneliness, depression, death, darkness, light, love, humor 

and warmth humanity. The rhythm, music and silent from the composer’s notes 

fusions with Maria Eugenia Barrios’ world. An important fact which allowed 

the Venezuelan artist to create a choreography with an anthology. 
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Newspaper: El Globo (Caracas) 

Translation: 

An event that is already becoming a tradition in Caracas is the Gala 

international stars of dance that up this year to their fourth straight 

delivery. This time will be dancers from Argentina, Brazil, Spain, 

United States and of course, Venezuela, in two performances to be 

held in the hall Rios Reyna del Teatro Teresa Carreño Saturday 5 to 

8:00 pm and Sunday, 6 June at 11:00 am and 5:00 pm the show will 

offer a program to please everyone asking ballet classic pieces to 

more contemporary through the tango, flamenco and tap. Cecilia 

Rodriguez and Vitor Luiz, the Ballet of Rio de Janeiro, will dance 

"Don Quixote" and "Black Swan". 

The Tango King Junior Antonio Cervila will captivate the audience 

next to the star of Broadway musicals, Beverly Durand. 

From Chicago we will see the Master of Tap, Lane Alexander; and on 

the Spanish flamenco Angel Rojas and Carlos Rodríguez. For 

Venezuela, the Caracas Contemporary Ballet will host. Maria Eugenia 

Barrios gala premiere with her choreography, "Silence", inspired by 

the work of Norwegian composer. 
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Woodstock Times 

Ulster Publishing (est. 1972) is a Hudson Valley media company with 

offices in New Paltz and Kingston. They have five flagship weekly 

newspapers, and publish several special publications and websites. 

 

Woodstock Times is the first and probably best-known paper, 

providing an authentic and modern take on America's most famous 

small town. 

 

http://www.woodstockx.com/ 
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Woodstock Times 

Ulster Publishing (est. 1972) is a Hudson Valley media company with 

offices in New Paltz and Kingston. They have five flagship weekly 

newspapers, and publish several special publications and websites. 

 

Woodstock Times is the first and probably best-known paper, 

providing an authentic and modern take on America's most famous 

small town. 

http://www.woodstockx.com/ 

http://www.ulsterpublishing.com/ 

  

http://www.woodstockx.com/
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Jornal Dance: Is a monthly newspaper in Brazil since 1993 that 

cover all the main news in the dance world. 

Translation:  After several negotiations by Thco and Monica, and kept 

confidential, it is now confirmed: Antonio Cervila Junior, one of the largest 

global tango authorities will crash team of Dancing on Board teachers. Omar 

Forte, which debuted last year. Continues in the team and will coordinate the 

practices and milongas. All within the show Parallel Tango. That next cruise 

will also have the participation of the Confraternity of the Tango from Sao 

Paulo. The Dance Journal is official sponsor and promoter of the event. The 

cruise will be aboard the ship Costa Victoria. The largest of the season in 

Brazilian waters, and arriving in December. The Dancing on Board will begin 

January 28 from Santos. It will go to Rio and then rise to the Northeast, visiting 

Maceio. Salvador and Ilheus. Ccrvila Junior dance since the early 80s as a 

teenager. In 1992 he discovered and fell in love with tango when watching the 

traditional show "A Night in Buenos Aires." A few months later he moved to 

Buenos Aires. He went on to study many hours a day, integrated dance 

companies of the most famous concert halls. Several times on TV is presented, 

and one of the most important moments of his career, had prominent role in the 

cast of the film –Tango- directed by Carlos Saura. Very requested. Junior passes 

year after year dividing his time between Buenos and seasons abroad. He travels 

all over the world. Only to Japan, he has been many times, and always busy 

schedule. Whenever he can return to Brazil to teach workshops or attend shows 

in big theaters. His presence in the Dancing on Board consolidates consecrate 

the Parallel Tango showcase, which will have its second edition. The name of 

the Junior Cervila partnership was not confirmed yet. 
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Now, we can see all the editions online on: 

http://www.dancadesalao.com/jornaldance/ 

This one was Sept/2005. 

 

  

http://www.dancadesalao.com/jornaldance/
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Poster: I TANGO: 

I TANGO was a show in 2005 that had performed 5 shows in Stowe,  

Washington DC and New York City. The producer Jo Fish was the 

chairman of Stowe Tango Music Festival. 

http://www.stowetangomusicfestival.com/AbouttheFestival.php 

 

 

In the cast was Color Tango as an orchestra and 5 couples of the best 

tango dancers in the world: 

Claudio Villagra and Guillermina Quiroga 

Gloria and Eduardo Arquimbau 

Cesar Coelho and Soledad 

Francisco Forquera and Natalia Hills 

Rosa Collantes and Angel Garcia 

Junior Cervila and Beverly Duran 
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The Berkshire Eagle is an American daily newspaper published 

in Pittsfield, Massachusetts, and covering all of Berkshire County, as 

well as four New York communities near Pittsfield. It is considered 

a newspaper of record for the Berkshire County "hill towns" 

of Western Massachusetts. 

Founded in the early 1890s, The Eagle has been owned since 1995 

by Digital First Media, which publishes two other daily newspapers 

in Massachusetts and several others in western New England.  

http://www.berkshireeagle.com/ 

 

  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Daily_newspaper
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/New_York
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Newspaper_of_record
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Western_Massachusetts
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Woodstock Times 

Ulster Publishing (est. 1972) is a Hudson Valley media company with 

offices in New Paltz and Kingston. They have five flagship weekly 

newspapers, and publish several special publications and websites. 

 

Woodstock Times is the first and probably best-known paper, 

providing an authentic and modern take on America's most famous 

small town. 

 

http://www.woodstockx.com/ 

http://www.ulsterpublishing.com/ 

  

http://www.woodstockx.com/
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Tango Emoción: Was a show that had Junior Cervila and Mora 

Godoy as protagonist dancers. The show traveled all over the world 

and here we can see 2 posters of the Russian tour in 2005. 

Mora Godoy and Junior Cervila split their partnership but she kept 

directing the show by herself. Mora Godoy and this show were 

chosen to be performed for President Barak Obama in his Buenos 

Aires visit in 2016 and after the show, she danced with Mr. Obama. 

Here you can see the DVD of the show for sale online: 

http://www.terapeak.com/worth/dvd-mora-godoy-tango-emocion-

dance-junior-cervila-new/350099798582/ 
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El Tribuno de Tucuman: 

The Tribune de Tucuman is a morning paper that is published in the 

city of San Miguel de Tucuman, Argentina. The first issue appeared 

on Tuesday, October 18, 2005 and is part of a group of newspapers 

called Multimedios North Associated constituted by the New Journal 

of Santiago del Estero, The Tribune of Salta (the company that gave 

rise to the group). 

Transaltion: In "Tangodisea" consecrated dancer Mora Godoy and 

the Brazilian Junior Cervila start from the traditional tango to perform 

a show that since its premiere in Russia, he has traveled all over the 

country, showing their undeniable international quality. Tonight at 22 

in the San Martin. 

 

Version online of the article: 

http://www.tucumanhoy.com/VerNotaCompleta.py?IDNOTA=2901 
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Woodstock Times 

Ulster Publishing (est. 1972) is a Hudson Valley media company with 

offices in New Paltz and Kingston. They have five flagship weekly 

newspapers, and publish several special publications and websites. 

 

Woodstock Times is the first and probably best-known paper, 

providing an authentic and modern take on America's most famous 

small town. 

 

http://www.woodstockx.com/ 

http://www.ulsterpublishing.com/

  

http://www.woodstockx.com/
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Woodstock newspaper: Freeman’s weekly guide to events 

Ulster Publishing (est. 1972) is a Hudson Valley media company with 

offices in New Paltz and Kingston. They have five flagship weekly 

newspapers, and publish several special publications and websites. 

 

Woodstock Times is the first and probably best-known paper, 

providing an authentic and modern take on America's most famous 

small town.  

Preview is a part of the the newspaper dedicated to culture and art. 

http://www.woodstockx.com/ 

http://www.ulsterpublishing.com/

 

http://www.woodstockx.com/
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Woodstock Times 

Ulster Publishing (est. 1972) is a Hudson Valley media company with 

offices in New Paltz and Kingston. They have five flagship weekly 

newspapers, and publish several special publications and websites. 

 

Woodstock Times is the first and probably best-known paper, 

providing an authentic and modern take on America's most famous 

small town.  

http://www.woodstockx.com/ 

http://www.ulsterpublishing.com/
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Caras: From the Editorial Perfil S.A. and its CEO is Jorge Fontevecchia. It is one of the most 

important companies in Argentina magazines. His most important magazines produced is 

Caras.    

http://caras.perfil.com/

 

Translation: Mora Godoy and Junior Cervila in Russia 

They amazed Moscow and San Petersburg with their tango. 

One of the best representatives of Argentina culture, tango, came for the second consecutive 

year to Moscow. The dancers Mora Godoy (34) and Junior Cervila (37) reloaded their bags to 

take their art to Russia. They traveled to Moscow with "Mora Godoy Tango Company" 

between 15th and 22th of October, presenting the show "Tango Emotion" which was not 

released in Buenos Aires. At the Mir Theater in Moscow, and Lensoveta Theatre in St. 

Petersburg, packed in each of the presentations –they put together more than twelve thousand 

people across the tour. They did honor to the name of the show, with an audience that 

applauded standing ovations excited with the beauty of the choreography. Twenty artists on 

stage and live orchestra completed the incredible spectacle. Attendees were delighted with 

the skill, technique and the feeling that the pair of dancers, who are professionally together 

for six years, unfolds on stage. "The Russian public is very special, and we were very warm 

and cheered us. The tango recently arrived there and were fascinated. There is an approach to 

Latin rhythms and the sensuality that tango, so already exists tango schools and milongas " 

said Mora. 

  

http://caras.perfil.com/
http://caras.perfil.com/
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Clarin: was created by Roberto Noble, former minister of the Buenos 

Aires Province, on 28 August 1945. It was one of the first Argentine 

newspapers published in tabloid format. It became the highest sold 

Argentine newspaper in 1965, and the highest sold Spanish-speaking 

newspaper in 1985. 

www.clarin.com

 

 

Translation: 

The dancer from Brazil Junior Cervila presents this show inspired in 

Othello of Sheakespeare. Tango, salsa, samba and flamenco come to 

the scene to tell the story of the tragedy. This Sunday with Maria 

Nievies as a special guest. 

  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Roberto_Noble
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tabloid_(newspaper_format)
http://www.clarin.com/
http://www.clarin.com/
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Clarin: was created by Roberto Noble, former minister of the Buenos 

Aires Province, on 28 August 1945. It was one of the first Argentine 

newspapers published in tabloid format. It became the highest sold 

Argentine newspaper in 1965, and the highest sold Spanish-speaking 

newspaper in 1985. 

www.clarin.com

 

 

Translation: Jealousy - Centro Cultural Borges, Viamonte and San 

Martin (5555-5359). Saturdays at 20:30 and Sundays at 18. 

Admission: $ 30. Junior Cervila takes Othello from Shakespeare, for a 

latin narration of the tragedy and end with a carnival. After tomorrow, 

special guest Maria Nieves. 

  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Roberto_Noble
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tabloid_(newspaper_format)
http://www.clarin.com/
http://www.clarin.com/
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Clarin: was created by Roberto Noble, former minister of the Buenos 

Aires Province, on 28 August 1945. It was one of the first Argentine 

newspapers published in tabloid format. It became the highest sold 

Argentine newspaper in 1965, and the highest sold Spanish-speaking 

newspaper in 1985. 

Online version of the article: 

http://edant.clarin.com/diario/2007/03/17/espectaculos/c-01602.htm

 

Translation: 

Cervila Antonio Junior, though born in the city of Sao Paulo and 

Brazilian head to toe, has fifteen years of a solid career as a 

professional tango dancer. A few data: participated in the movie 

Tango, Carlos Saura, and the latest version of Tango Argentino, 

Claudio Segovia. It was one of the protagonists of Tanguera, where 

began the relationship with Mora Godoy (parents will be next June) - 

and for seven years Japan leads his own company. Not only tango in 

this case, let's be clear, but Latin dance. Just released, with this set, his 

Othello own musical version of the Shakespearean tragedy. 

“How came the idea? “ – I know Japan very well where I started 

going for fifteen years with tango shows. In 2000, a Japanese 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Roberto_Noble
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tabloid_(newspaper_format)
http://edant.clarin.com/diario/2007/03/17/espectaculos/c-01602.htm
http://edant.clarin.com/diario/2007/03/17/espectaculos/c-01602.htm
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producer said: "You are Brazilian, dance salsa, why not do a show in 

which there tango, salsa, flamenco, samba, so I made a Latin revue, 

with independent numbers. Now for the first time I am doing 

something with a plot, based on Shakespeare's Othello. 

“It was also something proposed to you?” - No, it was my idea. I am 

always looking for new things and after the Saura’s film, I spent two 

years studying film in New York. Jealousy was born of an adaptation 

that was made for a screenplay. The story was set in Buenos Aires 

and Otelo was the director of a company of tango. 

“Did you keep the theatrical version you thought the idea for the 

film?” - It is not as visible as in the screenplay. It begins with the 

marriage of Othello and Desdemona, in which there are several 

musical numbers, and then appears a rehearsal of a dance company. 

And then the scene of the handkerchief that causes the jealousy of 

Othello and ends up with the death of Desdemona from the hands of 

her husband. But it could not be like that when I took it to Japan. 

“Why?” - The Japanese producer did not want a tragic ending. So I 

had to adapt. The Japanese audience, when see something latino 

wants to see ...”... joy.” When I presented the project as a script in 

New York, also they did not want tragedy. I think there is much 

tragedy in the tango, in their lyrics. When one of the producers of 

New York told me that he preferred a lighter comedy, I didn’t like it 

but I had to change the end of Othello, masterpiece. To do that, it's 

like paint a mustache on the Monalisa. 

“Are you part of the cast?” - I play Othello. In one scene I dance a 

samba solo. It's like returning to my homeland after many years and I 

think that's what makes me more nervous in the show. 
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Cronica is an Argentine morning newspaper published in the city of Buenos Aires, founded 

on July 29, 1963 by Hector Ricardo Garcia. Their slogan is "Sign with the people". It is one 

of the largest circulation newspapers in the country. In 2006 they had a daily circulation of 

58,432 copies. 

Separated from “La cachorra” 4 years ago. With his second partner, he had Luan (3), Antonio Cervila Junior 

since 1 year says “I am alone”. The Brazilian boy changed samba for tango. It’s very funny when he tells about 

the arguments between a dance couple. They say: “This hook didn’t enter well” or “You didn’t lead me.” “You 

kicked me. Next Tuesday he does his "LATIN DANCE CARNIVAL" at the National Theatre and confesses: "I 

suffered here a lot of discrimination.” 

The Brazilian Antonio Junior Cervila never imagined change his habit of samba dancer for addiction of 2x4. But 

one day he saw "La Cachorra" dancing tango and fell in love with her. Then Silvia Toscano was on tour in San 

Pablo and the good looking latino and seductive, conquered it. Since 12 years ago he adopted Buenos Aires to 

live. He participated in the remake of "Tango Argentino" on Broadway, he starred "Tanguera" with Mora 

Godoy, and is now preparing to debut next Tuesday with "Latin Dance Carnival" at the National Theatre. 

What you liked of tango besides the love of a woman? 'I felt in love by the legs work and communication that is 

created in the couple. In tango is you and your partner. The rest of the world does not exist. As a professional he 

was used to dance samba and salsa rhythms involving the movement of arms and hip. When I arrived I just 

started studying despite suffering a lot of discrimination. He was a foreign at the milonga. Tangueros have the 

mindset that this dance is just for Argentinians. Outsiders are welcome to leave their dollars and take classes as 

tourists. But the tango has no nationality, is a feeling.  

And how you did lay such a closed environment? With practice, rehearsing and study. At first I didn’t speak 

Spanish, but I started learning tango choreography and then I learn how to improvise.  

Tango is popular among Brazilians? 'They respect the genre, but Brazil has a very strong national culture. In 

addition, the state supports its rhythms and there is a space very restricted to foreign music. In my country the 

tango scene is found mostly in Rio de Janeiro, but young people do not approach the tango because they have 

the idea that it is an old thing. In Buenos Aires it is different. 

In "Tanguera" you shared the stage with Mora Godoy and Maria Nieves. How was your experience with each of 

them? –Mora Godoy and Maria Nieves are both great. Mora is one of the best dancers of nowadays and share 

the stage with her is an honor. We empower energy. Maria Nieves bewitched me when I first saw her dancing 

with Copes. For me it was untouchable. Then I shared the stage with them in "Tango Argentino" on Broadway, 

and when "Tanguera" truly, I got nervous. I dance with her humility. She is very wise and respectful. Are 

common arguments in the couple of tango, they are used to fighting. They complain not entered a hook, which 

is not marked well, you gave me a kick ... etc I would shoot a documentary about tango scenes. There are people 

leaving the stage throwing up shoes on his partners.  

And in "Latin Dance" there are fewer fights? Yes ... actually I planned the show after traveling thirteen times to 

Japan tours. A Japanese producer said to me, "You are Brazilian why not put together a show that mixes samba, 

salsa, flamenco and tango. " I took there in 2002 and he asked me to repeat it for ten years. I tried to find 

common points between the rhythms. Flamenco has an Arab presence and tango also has Spanish influence in 

the samba there is the malandra of Rio, which resembles the compadrito of Buenos Aires. There are eight 

couples dancing on stage at the National Theatre and has the presence of guests: Maria Nieves, Mora and 

Guillermo Fernandez. 

CERTIFICATE OF TRANSLATION::  

I certify that I am fluent in the Portuguese, Spanish and English languages and that the above 

is an accurate translation of the publication: en mi pais creen que el Tango es cosa de viejos. 

Antonio Soares Cervila Junior 
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Dança em Revista was a magazine published in São Paulo only about the last buzz in 

the dance world. Doesn’t exist anymore. 

Translation: Starting on November 23, 2007, in São Paulo, you can meet and learn 

Argentine tango with Junior Cervila, Brazilian talented professional with 15 years dedicated 

to tango. Junior Cervila is choreographer, dancer, actor and filmmaker with successful career 

abroad. Among the achievements in his career, the performance stand out in the film "Tango" 

by Carlos Saura, the soloist performance on Broadway, dance with Deborah Bull, prima 

ballerina of the Royal Bailei the BBC in London and the performances of their shows at 

world. He began his professional training in dance in 1988 in Brazil, but in 1992 decided to 

live in Argentina and devote himself entirely to tango. He also lived in New York, where he 

studied film and perfected in other dance languages. I think in Brazil, as elsewhere, the key to 

success is hard work. Not only have I believed in luck. You must constantly work to be better 

than yesterday, says Junior. As for the labor market in Brazil, Junior believes that long 

development of dance classes and little in the area shows and to be scenic dancer and teacher 

are two distinct works. "Teachers could be good trainers and terrible dancers. And I see that 

lack a bit of humility and unity? Complements. With the growing movement of tango in 

Brazil involving several practitioners, Junior points out that the tango is global, different from 

the time when started. "the tango is no longer seen with stereotypes and began to be danced 

as if dancing in Buenos Aires, leaving copies of Hollywood  movies or Ballroom couples that 

has nothing to do with the Argentine tango." rating, but warns about the lack of quality 

control, "anyone with Argentine passport is accepted as a tango teacher and not always an 

Argentine means to dance well tango." for ten years we've been abroad, Junior specializes 

exclusively in tango traditional, to be recognized professionally and not suffer prejudice as a 

foreigner. Today, mixing other techniques such as the new tango, Jazz and classic. "I love 

Piazzolla, but without forgetting the essence of Troilo or Pugliese. Today the new tango 

breaks the structural schemes that kept alive the tango for many years." he says. Junior also 

accumulates in his career the direction of three shows, the Latin Dance Carnival that features 

various aesthetics of dance professionals from various countries, the use of other arts such as 

theater and cinema and world tours. "I decided to return to my roots and mix them with 

tango. I am Brazilian, I like salsa, I have Spanish descent, I am a filmmaker. I mixed 

everything and made Latin Dance Carnival says. With more frequent coming to Brazil to 

showcase his work and offer his knowledge through workshops and private lessons, Junior 

also has plans to hold a Latin Dance staff in Brazil with Brazilian full cast. 

In addition to these commitments, his agenda for the beginning of 2008 is already full with 

stakes in the Argentine Congress (CITA), New York and Montreal. 
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O Estado de S. Paulo is a daily newspaper published in the Metropolitan region 

of São Paulo, Brazil, and distributed mainly nationally. It is the second largest 

in circulation in the City of São Paulo, only behind Folha de S.Paulo, and the 

fifth largest overall in Brazil. The journal was founded relying on republican 

ideals in 1875, and was firstly called The Province of São Paulo. 

Online version of the article: 

http://cultura.estadao.com.br/noticias/artes,cervila-e-sua-adaptacao-de-

otelo,150441 

 

Translation: The Brazilian Junior Cervila came Buenos Aires 16 

years ago and have received interesting proposals for work in dance 

and there never left. In the movie Tango of Carlos Saura, nominated 

for the Best Foreign Film in the Oscars 1998, was a dancer of Julio 

Iglesias’ show, participated in several assemblies on Broadway and 

was invited to perform in an exclusive pocket tango show to Mick 

Jagger and his troupe, when passed by Argentina in 2006. "The 

hardest thing is to perform in Brazil. Since 1992, when I moved to 

Argentina, I just came to work here once and alone - I was the first 

dancer of the show Tango Emoción presented at Tom in Brazil in 

2004, "he says. Jealousy (Celos, in Spanish), which Cervila brings to 

Brazil for the first time debuted in Japan in 2006 and has passed the 

United States, Mexico and Argentina. The show, based on the work 
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Othello, Shakespeare, is set with various musical styles, from tango, 

salsa, zouk and samba, according to each scene of the tragic story. 

"Here in Brazil, Celos will be presented as is the work of the English 

playwright. In Japan, the producer did not want the tragic end 

(Othello kills his wife and then kills himself), most likely because of 

the high rate of suicides there. The adaptation - as if one of the 

members were watching a movie and in the end, it rewinds the tape 

and change the end -. I do not like to change the end, after all, we are 

talking about a masterpiece is like putting a mustache on the Mona 

Lisa, "says Cervila . In only three presentations Cervila will do here, 

with 16 dancers from the company that bears his name, the dancer 

promises not to let anyone fall into the monotony - and give your 

special Brazilian touch. "When finished, it turns into a carnival." 
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Poster : Latin Dance Carnival (2006) Japan 

Here the clip of the show: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wyKhUXQijss 

If you go to www.amazon.com and search for “cervila”, you will see 

all the DVDs released from Junior Cervila’s Shows. 

 

 

 

Translation: 

Latin Dance Carnival  

16 dancers brings the happyness of Samba, the music of salsa that 

sounds on your body, The intensity of Tango and the passionate 

Spanis Flamenco. All together in the same stage. 

Hot heart, now! 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wyKhUXQijss
http://www.amazon.com/
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Poster:Latin Dance Carnival (2006) Argentina 

The best musical tha mix salsa, samba, tango, folklore and flamenco. 

Created and directed by Antonio Cervila Junior 

Guest artists: Maria Nieves, Guillermo fernandez, Mora Godoy. 

Translation: 

The only one performance in Buenos Aires before the Japan tour. 

Clip of this show in Argentina filmed in 2009: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PvR23h5t_VU 
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Ámbito Financiero is an Argentine newspaper founded on December 

9, 1976 by economist Julio A. Ramos. It was initially sold in 

downtown Buenos Aires, covering mainly the daily prices of the U.S. 

dollar, gold, stocks, etc., and included other editorials. 

http://www.ambito.com/327905-danza 

 

Translation: Today at 21,. the National Theater, will be the premiere 

musical "Latin Dance Carnival", starring the dancer and 

choreographer Antonio Junior Cervila (photo) and participation, as 

guest artists, Mora Godoy, Maria Nieves and Guillermo Fernandez 

also 16 dancers. The show is a musical journey through Latin dance, 

with flamenco, salsa, Brazilian samba, tango and Argentine folklore. 

Released two years ago in Tokyo, "Latin Dance Carnival", then 

undertake its presentation in The National a new tour of Japan and the 

United States. 

  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Argentina
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Newspaper
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Economist
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Julio_Ramos
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Buenos_Aires
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/United_States_dollar
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/United_States_dollar
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gold
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stock
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Viva magazine (Clarin magazine) is a Sunday supplement released by 

the Argentine newspaper Clarin in 1994. Since then, comes every 

Sunday with the Clarin Newspaper. 

http://www.clarin.com/tema/revista_viva.html 

 

Transalate: Othelo dances Latin sones 

Brazilian by origin and Argentine by choice, the dancer and actor 

Junior Cervila presented along with Junior Cervila Latin Dance 

Company, the show “Jealousy”. In this show adapts Shakespeare's 

Othello and tells the rhythm of tango, salsa, samba and flamenco. In 

the Centro Cultural Borges, Viamonte corner San Martín. Saturdays at 

20.30. and Sundays at 18. 
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Poster Tangodisea: Was a show choreographed by Junior Cervila that 

was for 2 years (2006-2007) at Madero tango in Buenos Aires.  

http://www.ate.org.ar/eventos/val/7102/seccion/2/mora-godoy-junio-

cervilla-y-cia-tangodisea.html 

 

We had international tours to China, Russia, Greece and interior of 

Argentina.  
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Reportango is a New York based magazine focusing only in 

Argentine Tango. In this edition, Junior Cervila and Beverly Duran 

are the cover page. 

 

Online Magazine: 

http://www.reportango.net/RT/2009.html 
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This is another Woodstock area newspaper announcing another visit 

of Junior Cervila as they call “The Gene Kelly of Latin Dance. 

http://www.woodstockx.com/ 

http://www.ulsterpublishing.com/ 

 

 

  

http://www.woodstockx.com/
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The mission of Jazz at Lincoln Center is to entertain, enrich and 

expand a global community for Jazz through performance, 

education and advocacy. We believe Jazz is a metaphor for 

Democracy. Because jazz is improvisational, it celebrates 

personal freedom and encourages individual expression. Because 

jazz is swinging, it dedicates that freedom to finding and 

maintaining common ground with others. Because jazz is rooted 

in the blues, it inspires us to face adversity with persistent 

optimism. 

http://www.jazz.org/ 

 

Paquito D’Rivera is one of the most consecrated Latin jazz musician. 

Winner of many Grammy awards, here he plays some tango in fusion 

with jazz. Junior Cervila was the perfect choreographer to dance 

tango with jazz fusion and Latin flavor.  

http://www.paquitodrivera.com/  
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Tanguera was for 3 weeks at Theatre Chatelet in Paris in 2010. 

Here is the program of the show. 

Interview in French National Television: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a0FI6ssbcVM

 

Website to buy the tickets for the show: 

http://www.theatreonline.com/Spectacle/Tanguera/35992

  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a0FI6ssbcVM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a0FI6ssbcVM
http://www.theatreonline.com/Spectacle/Tanguera/35992
http://www.theatreonline.com/Spectacle/Tanguera/35992
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Some of the interviews during the tours with the show tanguera. 

You can see Junior Cervila being interviewed on BBC of London 

in:   

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D80ynk6fImY

 

 

  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D80ynk6fImY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D80ynk6fImY
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The Evening Standard  is a local, free daily newspaper, published 

Monday to Friday in tabloid format in London. 

http://www.standard.co.uk/ 

It is the dominant local/regional evening paper for London and the 

surrounding area, with coverage of national and international news 

and City of London finance. In October 2009, the paper ended a 180-

year history of paid circulation and became a free newspaper, 

doubling its circulation as part of a change in its business plan. 

Tanguera was ate the Saddlers Wells of London in 2010.  

Trailer posted by the theatre: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D-

oaW8MKwos 

Theatre web site: 

http://www.sadlerswells.com/screen/video/221189098001

 

Some reviews: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D-oaW8MKwos
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D-oaW8MKwos
http://www.sadlerswells.com/screen/video/221189098001
http://www.sadlerswells.com/screen/video/221189098001
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https://www.theguardian.com/stage/2010/aug/05/tanguera-review-

tango

 

http://www.express.co.uk/entertainment/theatre/191426/Review-

Tanguera-Sadler-s-Wells

 

  

https://www.theguardian.com/stage/2010/aug/05/tanguera-review-tango
https://www.theguardian.com/stage/2010/aug/05/tanguera-review-tango
http://www.express.co.uk/entertainment/theatre/191426/Review-Tanguera-Sadler-s-Wells
http://www.express.co.uk/entertainment/theatre/191426/Review-Tanguera-Sadler-s-Wells
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Daily Freeman Preview announcing workshops and performances in 

Woodstock. 

http://www.woodstockx.com/ 

http://www.ulsterpublishing.com/

 

 

  

http://www.woodstockx.com/
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Monte Libano Club: this wonderful club situated on the banks of the 

Lagoa Rodrigo de Freitas in Rio de Janeiro receives concerts and 

cultural events of the highest level in the city. 

http://www.clubemontelibano.com.br/ 

 

Translation:  

Tango School Improviso presents Junior Cervila and Natalia Royo. 

Place: Espaço Improviso 

Organization: Alice Vasques and André Sampaio 

Tango Dance: Clube Monte Libano with performances of Junior 

Cervila and Natalia Royo. Limited locations. 
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Performance at Lado B in Times Square (New York City) – 46th and 

Broadway. 

Organizer: Carlos Quiroga 

http://www.carlosquiroga.com.ar/CRQ/Home.html

 

Venue: Dardo Galletto Studios: 

http://www.dardogallettostudios.com/

 

Agentine Tango Club 100%.  

http://www.carlosquiroga.com.ar/CRQ/Home.html
http://www.carlosquiroga.com.ar/CRQ/Home.html
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Jornal da Manhã (Ijuí) : is a newspaper of the city of Ijuí, in the 

state of Rio Grande do Sul (Brasil). It is the means of communication 

with the largest circulation and influence in the northwest region of 

the state. 

It was founded on May 1, 1973. It is published in color and printed in 

own printing plant. 

http://www.jmijui.com.br/ 

 

 

Translation:  

Ijuí welcomes international dancer for workshopsand performances. 
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Il Biellese (Italy) 

http://www.ilbiellese.it/ 

 

Translation: 

Intense weekend at the dance school 1'Arabesque, Via Candelo. Tonight, 

starting at 22, "Milonga" with performance of Junior Cervila and Natalia Royo. 

The school open for students, friends "tangueros" from all backgrounds with an 

expected buffet room. Admission 15 euro. Tomorrow, the teachers Junior 

Cervila and Natalia Royo will be available for private lessons (reservations at 

328.4889356). Sunday, stage of tango and milonga with the same guests, 

increasing difficulty starting at 15. Prices for entries to the internship will vary 

from 25 euro (one workshop) to 50 Euros (all clases). Information and 

reservations at the numbers 328.4889356 or 328.7247652. 

The masters Junior Cervila and Natalia Royo 
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Eco Di Biella is an Italian Newspaper in the cities of Biella, Candelo 

and Novara. 

Online version of the article: 

http://www.ecodibiella.it/it/web/tangueros-argentini-in-citta-

7243/sez/generale

 

Translation: 

Junior Cervila and Natalia Royo in the city 

Tomorrow, Friday 28, from 22 hours to 3, the dance school 

L'Arabesque 41 of Via Candelo, Biella, organizes exceptional 

Milonga, with the exhibition, around midnight, the tangueros Junior 

Cervila y Natalia Royo (pictured ), coming directly from Buenos 

Aires. At the disposal of the participants with the buffet room. 

Admission 15 euro. Saturday 29 the two tango masters will also be 

available for private lessons, while on Sunday 30 held stage of tango 

and milonga. 

  

http://www.ecodibiella.it/it/web/tangueros-argentini-in-citta-7243/sez/generale
http://www.ecodibiella.it/it/web/tangueros-argentini-in-citta-7243/sez/generale
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Reportango is a New York based magazine focusing only in 

Argentine Tango. In this edition, Junior Cervila and Beverly Duran 

are the cover page. 

Here covering the last show of the mythical “Tango Argentino” in 

Buenos Aires, where Junior Cervila danced for more than 15000 

people in front of the Obelisk. 

http://www.reportango.net/RT/2011.html 
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A Razão is a Brazilian newspaper published in Santa Maria, in the 

state of Rio Grande do Sul. 

Founded in 1934 by a group of politicians, aimed to spread the 

Oswaldo Aranha’s ideas (influential political alegretense). The 

implementation was sponsored by a rancher Uruguaiana.  It was 

directed by Clarimundo Flores, Rivadavia de Souza, Robinson 

Flowers and Brinckmann, among others. Once belonged to Assis 

Chateaubriand, owner of the Daily and Broadcasters Associates. 

http://www.arazao.com.br/ 

Traslation: 

Dancer Junior Cervila is international tango iconand will be in Santa 

Maria on Monday, 9. He comes to teach classes at Dance Liceu and 

Vilson Quaiatto. The course will take place in two classes: beginner 

and intermediate. the dancer participated in "Tango Argentino" in 

Broadway in the movie "Tango" of Saura, and was protagonist of the 

musical "Tanguera”.  

The event integrates the activities planned for the 20 anniversary of 

Liceo Ways Vilson Qualmiso.  

The cost of the investment is $ 60.00 for 3 h intermediate and $ 40.00 

for 1h30minia. Beginners. Entries can be made only with advance 

Vilson Quaiatto and Daniel Portella. Anyone who wants more 

information about the course should call the phone 55 9974 4472 and 

9172 9011. 

Junior Cervila is Brazilian, but lives Buenos Ares, Argentina, 

directing his own company "Latin Dance Company", where he 

teaches salsa lessons, tango, samba and flamenco. 
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With Mick Jagger after a private show for the Rolling Stones in 

Argentina (2006). 

          

In Holland after the show, The Queen Maxima came to congrats 

Junior Cervila to the dressing rooms. 
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In the Academy Award Nominee film “Tango” directed by Carlos 

Saura. Junior Cervila was the assistant of choreography and actor. But 

here he worked under the name of Antonio Soares Junior. 

http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0120274/ 
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Junior Cervila 

cervila@gmail.com 

1-914-349-0488 

  

mailto:cervila@gmail.com
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Junior Cervila 

cervila@gmail.com 

1-914-349-0488 
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